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1. NSP3 Grantee Information
NSP3 Program Administrator Contact Information
Contract Administrator:
Christine Durgan
cdurgan@co.genesee.mi.us
Email address:
Phone Number:
810‐257‐3010
Mailing Address:
1101 Beach Street, Rm 223
Flint, Michigan 48502
2. Areas of Greatest Need
Map Submission
The maps generated at the HUD NSP3 Mapping Tool for Preparing Action Plan website are
included as Attachment A.
Data Sources Used to Determine Areas of Greatest Need
Describe the data sources used to determine the areas of greatest need.
Response
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) data, provided through the
NSP3 Mapping Tool, was used to determine areas eligible for NSP3 funding. Specific
information regarding the percent of vacant addresses, the percent of high cost loans,
percent of loans 90 days or more delinquent, and the number of real estate owned
properties were used to help determine areas of greatest need.
Determination of Areas of Greatest Need and Applicable Tiers
Describe how the areas of greatest need were established and whether a tiered approach
is being utilized to determine distribution of funding.
Response
Genesee County took the following approach to determine areas of greatest need:
Data provided through the NSP3 mapping tool was utilized to help determine areas of
greatest need in Genesee County. Information that was closely analyzed included vacancy
rates, percentage of real estate owned (REO) properties and percentage of high cost loans.
Please see information included in Attachment B.
In order to meet the principles and objectives of the NSP laid out in the NSP3 NOFA, such as
target and reconnect neighborhoods, rapidly arrest decline and develop viable urban
communities, Genesee County only chose target areas that were located within the U.S.
Census 2000 urbanized boundary. This ensures that areas chosen have a determined density
level and therefore the impact of each property assisted with NSP funding will positively
affect many other properties.
Only municipalities that currently participate in Genesee County’s Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) Program are eligible for a NSP allocation.
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Each target area must have at least 250 homes, as provided by HUD NSP3 data. This will help
to eliminate situations where it may be difficult to find and purchase appropriate NSP homes
due to a lack of housing stock.
Genesee County understands the importance of targeting and concentrating funding in
order to have the greatest impact, therefore, many of the areas chosen for NSP1 will also
receive funding under NSP3.
Staff also evaluated areas based on their housing stock and if it is appropriate for very low‐
to middle income households, taking into consideration square footage, utility bills, and
maintenance and lawn upkeep. It was also important that any new areas added for NSP3
have access to neighborhood amenities, be near schools and have easy access to major
roadways and expressways.
The amount of funding allocated to each municipality is based on the number of housing
units in each of the target areas within the municipality, the impact number provided by
HUD for each target area and the number of blighted structures in each target area. Ten
percent of funding will be set‐aside strictly for demolition and the costs associated with it, in
order to demolish blighted structures that are negatively impacting target areas. Also,
twenty‐five percent of funding will be set‐aside to assist households at or below 50% of Area
Median Income.
3. Definitions and Descriptions
Definitions
Blighted Structure – A structure that is a potential safety hazard for residents in the
community, is an economic and aesthetic liability to a community, does not meet local
housing code, is dilapidated and abandoned, will be considered a blighted structure. GCMPC
will work with local building code officials to determine that the local standard for blighted
structures is followed in determining properties for demolition.
Affordable Rents – Genesee County will define affordable rent as a household paying a
maximum of 30% of their Adjusted Gross Income for rental costs. Genesee County will adopt
the HOME program’s affordable rents at 24 CFR 92.252 (a), (c), and (f). The 2010 Fair Market
Rents for Genesee County are listed below:
Final FY 2010 FMRs by Unit Bedrooms
Efficiency One‐Bedroom Two‐Bedroom Three‐Bedroom Four‐Bedroom
Final FY
$525
$554
$665
$824
$850
2010 FMR
Descriptions
Long‐Term Affordability
Rental Units ‐ Long term affordability of rental units will be achieved through an annual
monitoring process. The agency made responsible for oversight of any rental housing
developed under the NSP program will keep records pertaining to annual rent
charged to each renter. An annual re‐evaluation of income will be required of each
tenant to ensure that rents do not exceed affordability requirements and income
guidelines continue to be met.
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Sale Units‐ Long term affordability of sale units will be ensured by using a 15 year
affordability period on all down payment and closing costs assistance and any mortgage
subsidy provided to the homebuyer.
Properties acquired with NSP funding and sold to qualified homebuyers will require a
specific affordability period. Affordability requirements will be attached through a forgivable
lien process over a 15‐year period, regardless of the amount of funding provided. A lien
equal to the amount of down payment and closing cost assistance will be placed on the
property. If a mortgage subsidy is provided, a lien equal to the amount of the subsidy will be
placed on the property. If the property is sold within the first five years, the entire lien
amount must be paid back to the County. For the remaining 10 years, 10% will be forgiven
annually.
Housing Rehabilitation Standards –
‐ Genesee County will require that all NSP funded rental properties, identified to
be in need of rehabilitation, meet, at a minimum, the Section 8 Housing Quality
Standards. Properties sold to homebuyers must meet, at a minimum, the
Michigan Residential Code Standards. Energy efficiency standards such as those
listed below will be incorporated into rehabilitation activities to assist with long‐
term affordability and sustainability.
‐ All gut rehabilitation or new construction (i.e., general replacement of the
interior of a building that may or may not include changes to structural elements
such as flooring systems, columns or load bearing interior or exterior walls) of
residential buildings up to three stories must be designed to meet the standard
for Energy Star Qualified New Homes.
‐ All gut rehabilitation or new construction of mid‐ or high‐rise multifamily housing
must be designed to meet American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air‐
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard 90.1‐2004, Appendix G plus 20
percent (which is the Energy Star standard for multifamily buildings piloted by the
Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Energy).
‐ Other rehabilitation must meet the standards to the extent applicable to the
rehabilitation work undertaken, e.g., replace older obsolete products and
appliances (such as windows, doors, lighting, hot water heaters, furnaces, boilers,
air conditioning units, refrigerators, clothes washers and dishwashers) with
Energy Star‐46 labeled products.
‐ Water efficient toilets, shower, and faucets, such as those with the WaterSense
label, must be installed.
‐ Where relevant, the housing should be improved to mitigate the impact of
disasters (e.g., earthquake, hurricane, flooding, fires).
4. Low‐Income Targeting
Low Income Set‐Aside Amount
Identify the estimated amount of funds appropriated or otherwise made available under
the NSP3 to be used to provide housing for individuals or families whose incomes do not
exceed 50 percent of area median income.
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Response
The amount of funding to be appropriated to assist individuals and families with incomes at
or below 50% of the area median income will be a minimum of $665,805, or 25% of the
NSP3 award.
Meeting Low‐Income Target
Provide a summary that describes the manner in which the low‐income targeting goals will
be met.
Response
In order to meet low‐income targeting goals, Genesee County will establish a lease‐to‐
purchase program which will be focused on finding low income individuals and families to
occupy newly rehabilitated NSP homes. In specific cases, where properties are sold at a price
that would not exceed 30% of a low‐income households Adjusted Gross Income, homes may
be sold to these qualified households. Genesee County will ensure that 25% of the NSP funds
will be utilized to rehabilitate vacant or foreclosed properties for recipients at or below 50%
of area median income.
5. Acquisition and Relocation
Demolition and Conversion of LMI Units
Genesee County will expend $266,322 on demolition of blighted structures; most of these
units will be low‐ and moderate‐income dwelling units.
Question
The number of low‐and moderate‐income dwelling units‐i.e., less than
or equal to 80% of area median income – reasonably expected to be
demolished or converted as a direct result of NSP‐assisted activities
The number of NSP affordable housing units made available to low‐,
moderate‐, and middle‐income households – i.e., less than or equal to
120% of area median income – reasonably expected to be produced
by activity and income level as provided for in DRGR, by each NSP
activity providing such housing (including proposed time schedule for
commencement and completion).
The number of dwelling units reasonably expected to be made
available for households whose income does not exceed 50% of area
median income.

Number of
Units
30

23
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6. Public Comment
Citizen Participation Plan
Briefly describe how the grantee followed its citizen participation plan regarding this
proposed substantial amendment or abbreviated plan.
Response
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Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission’s (GCMPC) public participation plan
states that a substantial amendment to the Consolidated Plan requires the following
procedures:
“The public will receive information about substantial
Consolidated Plan changes through e‐mails, public
notices displayed on the GCMPC Administration
Building and updates to the GCMPC website.”
The public comment period began on January 30, 2011, when an advertisement was
published in the local newspaper (Flint Journal) stating the Draft NSP3 Substantial
Amendment would be available for review at the Genesee County Metropolitan Planning
Commission office. The public notice and the Draft NSP3 Substantial Amendment were also
posted on GCMPC’s website at www.gcmpc.org for review. The advertisement is included as
Attachment C.
In addition to the public comment period, Genesee County hosted two public input sessions
the first week of February 2011. The sessions were designed to provide basic information
about Genesee County’s proposed NSP3, and to answer specific questions residents may
have had about the program. The invitation to the public input sessions was emailed to
GCMPC’s public participation list and postcards were mailed to those with no email address.
The invitation was sent to approximately 2,000 people in total. The postcard invitation and
sign‐in sheets from the sessions are included as Attachment D.
Summary of Public Comments Received
The summary of public comments received and any response necessary are included as
Attachment E.
7. NSP Information by Activity
Activity Number 1
Activity Name
Uses
CDBG Activity or
Activities
National Objective
Activity Description

Demolition
Eligible Use D (Demolition)
Clearance (24 CFR 570.201)
Serves an area in which at least 51 percent of the residents have
incomes at or below 120 percent of area median income (LMMA)
Funds will be utilized to pay for demolition of identified blighted
vacant structures meeting local criteria. The Genesee County Land
Bank Authority is expected to be under contract as a subrecipient to
assist in carrying out the demolition process. The Land Bank will be
responsible, under the subrecipient agreement, for carrying out the
procurement of demolition, abatement and hazardous material
inspection contractors. They will also be responsible for capping
water and gas lines, determining which properties are emergency
demolitions, and ensuring the demolition is done properly and meets
the specifications set forth within the contract. Contracts $100,000 or
more will only be awarded to a certified Section 3 business concern, a
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price preference will be given to certified Section 3 business concerns
for contracts under $100,000.
Properties to be demolished will be identified through the Land Bank
inventory as well as being identified with the local units of
government. All properties will be located in targeted areas of
greatest need, focus will be on the Beecher district of Genesee and
Mt. Morris Townships and where Flint Township borders the City of
Flint. Work will include abatement of hazardous materials, capping
water and gas lines, removal of foundations, and removal of all
demolition debris for proper disposal.
Many of the demolition properties are expected to meet the national
objective as an area wide benefit, where the property is a health and
safety hazard and is located in a low‐ to moderate‐income area.
Other demolition properties will meet the national objective at
disposition, when the property must be sold to an income‐qualified
household.
The Genesee County Land Bank will work with the Genesee County
Metropolitan Planning Commission staff on the disposition of the
properties left vacant after demolition is complete. The first option
will be to sell vacant lots to neighboring homeowners as the Land
Bank does in their Side Lot Program. Lots that are not sold to
adjacent homeowners will be included in a redevelopment plan
which will be developed to help with the use and/or disposition of
vacant properties.
Location Description Targeted areas within Genesee County.
Budget
Source of Funding
Dollar Amount
NSP3
$266,322
Other funding source
Other funding source
Total Budget for Activity
$266,322
Performance Measures Objective: Clearance of blighted properties to assist in stabilizing
neighborhoods in target areas throughout Genesee County.
Outcome: Demolition of 40 blighted housing structures
Projected Start Date
April 2011
Projected End Date
October 2013
Responsible
Name
Genesee County Land Bank Authority
Organization
Location
452 South Saginaw Street, 2nd Floor, Flint, MI
48502
Administrator Lucille James
Contact Info
(810) 257‐3088
ljames@co.genesee.mi.us
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Activity Name
Uses
CDBG Activity or
Activities
National Objective

Activity
Description

Activity Number 2
Acquisition/Rehabilitation
Eligible Use B (Acquisition and Rehabilitation)
CDBG eligible activity: Acquisition (24 CFR 570.201);
CDBG eligible activity: Rehabilitation and preservation activities (24
CFR 570.202)
Provides or improves permanent residential structures that will be
occupied by a household whose income is at or below 120 percent of
area median income (LMMH)
It is expected that the Genesee County Metropolitan Planning
Commission (GCMPC) will have a subrecipient agreement with the
Genesee County Land Bank Authority (GCLBA) for the acquisition of
foreclosed homes that will be rehabilitated.
In cooperation with local units of government and the GCLBA, GCMPC
will identify vacant foreclosed properties using local records and data
and “first look programs” offered by several lenders, HUD and FHA. The
first look programs provide NSP grantees with opportunities to
purchase foreclosed homes at a discount, before they go on the market
for sale, eliminating competition from investors Structures will be
identified in neighborhoods of greatest need and will be vacant single‐
family properties having a negative impact on neighborhood stability.
Properties will be acquired at a minimum 1% discount from the fair
market value for single structures.
The GCLBA will be responsible for procuring realtors to assist with the
acquisition and disposition of rehabilitated properties, appraisers and
title companies. The Land Bank will also secure and maintain properties
and pay for taxes, insurance and utilities.
Properties will be purchased from lenders and HUD rehabilitated and
brought up to, at a minimum, local and state safety standards, and
resold through an eligible realtor. Properties will be assessed before
acquisition to determine the amount of rehabilitation funding needed
to bring homes up to local or state standards. The Genesee County
Community Development Program will be the responsible organization
for writing specifications, bidding and overseeing rehabilitation work.
In order to meet the Section 3 requirements, a price preference will be
given, on contracts under $100,000, to contractors who are a certified
Section 3 business concern, contracts $100,000 or more must be
awarded to a certified Section 3 business concern.
After rehabilitation, the homes will be resold to households making no
more than 120% of area median income. At least 25% of the
properties will be marketed to those households at or below 50% of
area median income for sale, lease‐to‐purchase or rental.
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Households interested in purchase must qualify for financing through a
conventional, VA, FHA or RD mortgage and must attend at least eight
hours of housing counseling. Households not qualifying for a mortgage
will be considered for a lease‐to‐own or rental situation. Downpayment
Assistance will be offered to households to assist in paying
downpayment and closing costs, with a lien placed on the property to
ensure affordability for fifteen years. The Downpayment Assistance
will be a 0% loan with no interest accruing during the affordability
period. Gap financing, up to $25,000, may be available to eligible
buyers needing additional financial assistance. The gap financing lien
will also be a 0% interest, fifteen year forgivable mortgage.

Location
Description
Budget

Any program income generated by the resale of properties will be paid
to the County for redistribution back through the Neighborhood
Stabilization Program for continued acquisition and rehabilitation
activities.
Targeted areas within Genesee County.

Source of Funding
Dollar Amount
NSP3
$2,000,575
Other funding source
Other funding source
Total Budget for Activity
$2,000,575
Performance Measures Objective: Purchase of vacant foreclosed single‐family properties
for rehabilitation/resale.
Outcome: Sustainability for the purpose of acquiring vacant
foreclosed properties to provide decent affordable housing for
twenty‐three (23) eligible households.
Projected Start Date
April 2011
Projected End Date
April 2014
Responsible
Name
Genesee County Community Development
Program
Organization
Location
1101 Beach Street, Room 223, Flint, Michigan
48502
Administrator Christine Durgan
Contact Info
(810) 257‐3010
cdurgan@co.genesee.mi.us

Activity Name
Uses
CDBG Activity or
Activities
National Objective

Activity Number 3
Homebuyer Assistance
CDBG eligible activity: As part of an activity delivery cost for an eligible
activity as defined in 24 CFR 570.206
Not Applicable
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Activity
Description

Location
Description
Budget

Provide funding to Metro Community Development (MCD), a
Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) located in the City
of Flint, to act as mortgagor for households purchasing Genesee
County NSP properties. The homebuyer assistance provided through
MCD is targeted toward households that may have trouble getting a
mortgage from a traditional lender. Metro Community Development
has developed their own underwriting guidelines, based on federal
regulations, and therefore can be more flexible in their lending.
Targeted areas within Genesee County.

Source of Funding
Dollar Amount
NSP3
$130,000
Other funding source
Other funding source
Total Budget for Activity
$130,000
Performance Measures Objective: Provide funding to low‐ and very low‐income
households for the purchase of a NSP rehabilitated property.
Outcome: Homeownership for between three and six low‐ and
very low‐income households.
Projected Start Date
April 2011
Projected End Date
April 2014
Responsible
Name
Metro Community Development
Organization
Location
503 South Saginaw Street, Ste 804
Flint, Michigan 48502
Administrator Ravi Yalamanchi
Contact Info
(810) 767‐4622
ravi@flint.org

Activity Name
Uses
CDBG Activity or
Activities
National Objective
Activity
Description
Location
Description
Budget

Activity Number 4
Program Administration
CDBG eligible activity: 24 CFR 570.206 (a) General management,
oversight and coordination
Not Applicable
Program administration costs associated with implementation and
monitoring of the Genesee County Neighborhood Stabilization
Program.
Not Applicable
Source of Funding
NSP3
Other funding source
Other funding source

Dollar Amount
$266,322
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Total Budget for Activity
Performance Measures
Projected Start Date
Projected End Date
Responsible
Organization

$266,322
Not Applicable
April 2011
April 2014
Name
Genesee County Metropolitan Planning
Commission
Location
1101 Beach Street, Room 223, Flint, Michigan
48502
Administrator Christine Durgan
Contact Info
(810) 257‐3010
cdurgan@co.genesee.mi.us

Attachment A
HUD NSP3 Mapping Tool Maps
City of Swartz Creek
Census Tract 127.02

City of Mt. Morris
Census Tract 123.10

Mt. Morris Township and Flint Township
Census Tracts 108.12 and 105.01

Genesee Township and Mt. Morris Township
Census Tracts 122.01, 122.02, 103.04 and 103.05

Genesee Township
Census Tract 120.06

City of Fenton
Census Tract 132.02

City of Burton
Census Tract 113.01 and 113.02

Grand Blanc Township
Census Tract 112.12

Flint Township
Census Tracts 109.10 and 109.11

Census Tract 108.12

Attachment B
HUD NSP3 Mapping Tool Data

Neighborhood ID: 3054718
NSP3 Planning Data
Grantee ID: 2604900C
Grantee State: MI
Grantee Name: GENESEE COUNTY
Grantee Address: 1101 Beach St Flint MI 48502
Grantee Email: aking@co.genesee.mi.us
Neighborhood Name: Winchester Village
Date:2010-10-22 00:00:00
NSP3 Score
The neighborhoods identified by the NSP3 grantee as being the areas of greatest need must have an
individual or average combined index score for the grantee's identified target geography that is not less than
the lesser of 17 or the twentieth percentile most needy score in an individual state. For example, if a state's
twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 18, the requirement will be a minimum need of 17. If,
however, a state's twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 15, the requirement will be a minimum
need of 15. If more than one neighborhood is identified in the Action Plan, HUD will average the
Neighborhood Scores, weighting the scores by the estimated number of housing units in each identified
neighborhood.
Neighborhood NSP3 Score: 17
State Minimum Threshold NSP3 Score: 17
Total Housing Units in Neighborhood: 730
Area Benefit Eligibility
Percent Persons Less than 120% AMI: 49.67
Percent Persons Less than 80% AMI: 25.08
Neighborhood Attributes (Estimates)
Vacancy Estimate
USPS data on addresses not receiving mail in the last 90 days or "NoStat" can be a useful measure of
whether or not a target area has a serious vacancy problem. For urban neighborhoods, HUD has found that
neighborhoods with a very high number vacant addresses relative to the total addresses in an area to be a
very good indicator of a current for potentially serious blight problem.
The USPS "NoStat" indicator can mean different things. In rural areas, it is an indicator of vacancy. However,
it can also be an address that has been issued but not ever used, it can indicate units under development,
and it can be a very distressed property (most of the still flood damaged properties in New Orleans are
NoStat). When using this variable, users need to understand the target area identified.
In addition, the housing unit counts HUD gets from the US Census indicated above are usually close to the
residential address counts from the USPS below. However, if the Census and USPS counts are substantially
different for your identified target area, users are advised to use the information below with caution. For
example if there are many NoStats in an area for units never built, the USPS residential address count may
be larger than the Census number; if the area is a rural area largely served by PO boxes it may have fewer
addresses than housing units.
USPS Residential Addresses in Neighborhood: 821
Residential Addresses Vacant 90 or more days (USPS, March 2010): 28
Residential Addresses NoStat (USPS, March 2010): 16
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Foreclosure Estimates
HUD has developed a model for predicting where foreclosures are likely. That model estimates serious
delinquency rates using data on the leading causes of foreclosures - subprime loans (HMDA Census Tract
data on high cost and highly leveraged loans), increasing unemployment (BLS data on unemployment rate
change), and fall in home values (FHFA data on house price change). The predicted serious delinquency rate
is then used to apportion the state total counts of foreclosure starts (from the Mortgage Bankers Association)
and REOs (from RealtyTrac) to individual block groups.
Total Housing Units to receive a mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 232
Percent of Housing Units with a high cost mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 21.6
Percent of Housing Units 90 or more days delinquent or in foreclosure: 13.2
Number of Foreclosure Starts in past year: 16
Number of Housing Units Real Estate Owned July 2009 to June 2010: 13
HUD is encouraging grantees to have small enough target areas for NSP 3 such that their dollars will have a
visible impact on the neighborhood. Nationwide there have been over 1.9 million foreclosure completions in
the past two years. NSP 1, 2, and 3 combined are estimated to only be able to address 100,000 to 120,000
foreclosures. To stabilize a neighborhood requires focused investment.
Estimated number of properties needed to make an impact in identified target area (20% of REO in past
year): 3
Supporting Data
Metropolitan Area (or non-metropolitan area balance) percent fall in home value since peak value (Federal
Housing Finance Agency Home Price Index through June 2010): -31
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2005*: 7.8
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2010*: 14.7
*
Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area Unemployment Statistics
Market Analysis:
HUD is providing the data above as a tool for both neighborhood targeting and to help inform the strategy
development. Some things to consider:
1. Persistent Unemployment. Is this an area with persistently high unemployment? Serious consideration
should be given to a rental strategy rather than a homeownership strategy.
2. Home Value Change and Vacancy. Is this an area where foreclosures are largely due to a combination of
falling home values, a recent spike in unemployment, and a relatively low vacancy rate? A down payment
assistance program may be an effective strategy.
3. Persistently High Vacancy. Are there a high number of substandard vacant addresses in the target area of
a community with persistently high unemployment? A demolition/land bank strategy with selected acquisition
rehab for rental or lease-purchase might be considered.
4. Historically low vacancy that is now rising. A targeted strategy of acquisition for homeownership and rental
to retain or regain neighborhood stability might be considered.
5. Historically high cost rental market. Does this market historically have very high rents with low vacancies?
A strategy of acquiring properties and developing them as long-term affordable rental might be considered.
Latitude and Longitude of corner points
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-83.861046 42.955103 -83.861432 42.951837 -83.861303 42.947533 -83.856368 42.947533 -83.856196
42.946528 -83.856840 42.945743 -83.857098 42.945397 -83.855510 42.944863 -83.852806 42.945429
-83.852162 42.946685 -83.850489 42.946999 -83.841476 42.953093 -83.847485 42.954255 -83.847570
42.956988 -83.848686 42.957051 -83.848643 42.955198
Blocks Comprising Target Neighborhood
260490127023015, 260490127023014, 260490127023013, 260490127024002, 260490127024004,
260490127024006, 260490127024005, 260490127024003, 260490127024001, 260490127025000,
260490127025001, 260490127025003, 260490127025005, 260490127025009, 260490127025011,
260490127025013, 260490127025012, 260490127025010, 260490127025008, 260490127025006,
260490127025004, 260490127025002,
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Neighborhood ID: 4840270
NSP3 Planning Data
Grantee ID: 2604900C
Grantee State: MI
Grantee Name: GENESEE COUNTY
Grantee Address: 1101 Beach St Flint MI 48502
Grantee Email: aking@co.genesee.mi.us
Neighborhood Name: City of Mt. Morris1
Date:2010-12-10 00:00:00
NSP3 Score
The neighborhoods identified by the NSP3 grantee as being the areas of greatest need must have an
individual or average combined index score for the grantee's identified target geography that is not less than
the lesser of 17 or the twentieth percentile most needy score in an individual state. For example, if a state's
twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 18, the requirement will be a minimum need of 17. If,
however, a state's twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 15, the requirement will be a minimum
need of 15. If more than one neighborhood is identified in the Action Plan, HUD will average the
Neighborhood Scores, weighting the scores by the estimated number of housing units in each identified
neighborhood.
Neighborhood NSP3 Score: 19
State Minimum Threshold NSP3 Score: 17
Total Housing Units in Neighborhood: 266
Area Benefit Eligibility
Percent Persons Less than 120% AMI: 69
Percent Persons Less than 80% AMI: 48.7
Neighborhood Attributes (Estimates)
Vacancy Estimate
USPS data on addresses not receiving mail in the last 90 days or "NoStat" can be a useful measure of
whether or not a target area has a serious vacancy problem. For urban neighborhoods, HUD has found that
neighborhoods with a very high number vacant addresses relative to the total addresses in an area to be a
very good indicator of a current for potentially serious blight problem.
The USPS "NoStat" indicator can mean different things. In rural areas, it is an indicator of vacancy. However,
it can also be an address that has been issued but not ever used, it can indicate units under development,
and it can be a very distressed property (most of the still flood damaged properties in New Orleans are
NoStat). When using this variable, users need to understand the target area identified.
In addition, the housing unit counts HUD gets from the US Census indicated above are usually close to the
residential address counts from the USPS below. However, if the Census and USPS counts are substantially
different for your identified target area, users are advised to use the information below with caution. For
example if there are many NoStats in an area for units never built, the USPS residential address count may
be larger than the Census number; if the area is a rural area largely served by PO boxes it may have fewer
addresses than housing units.
USPS Residential Addresses in Neighborhood: 265
Residential Addresses Vacant 90 or more days (USPS, March 2010): 20
Residential Addresses NoStat (USPS, March 2010): 2
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Foreclosure Estimates
HUD has developed a model for predicting where foreclosures are likely. That model estimates serious
delinquency rates using data on the leading causes of foreclosures - subprime loans (HMDA Census Tract
data on high cost and highly leveraged loans), increasing unemployment (BLS data on unemployment rate
change), and fall in home values (FHFA data on house price change). The predicted serious delinquency rate
is then used to apportion the state total counts of foreclosure starts (from the Mortgage Bankers Association)
and REOs (from RealtyTrac) to individual block groups.
Total Housing Units to receive a mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 70
Percent of Housing Units with a high cost mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 40.9
Percent of Housing Units 90 or more days delinquent or in foreclosure: 17.3
Number of Foreclosure Starts in past year: 6
Number of Housing Units Real Estate Owned July 2009 to June 2010: 5
HUD is encouraging grantees to have small enough target areas for NSP 3 such that their dollars will have a
visible impact on the neighborhood. Nationwide there have been over 1.9 million foreclosure completions in
the past two years. NSP 1, 2, and 3 combined are estimated to only be able to address 100,000 to 120,000
foreclosures. To stabilize a neighborhood requires focused investment.
Estimated number of properties needed to make an impact in identified target area (20% of REO in past
year): 1
Supporting Data
Metropolitan Area (or non-metropolitan area balance) percent fall in home value since peak value (Federal
Housing Finance Agency Home Price Index through June 2010): -31
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2005*: 7.8
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2010*: 14.7
*
Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area Unemployment Statistics
Market Analysis:
HUD is providing the data above as a tool for both neighborhood targeting and to help inform the strategy
development. Some things to consider:
1. Persistent Unemployment. Is this an area with persistently high unemployment? Serious consideration
should be given to a rental strategy rather than a homeownership strategy.
2. Home Value Change and Vacancy. Is this an area where foreclosures are largely due to a combination of
falling home values, a recent spike in unemployment, and a relatively low vacancy rate? A down payment
assistance program may be an effective strategy.
3. Persistently High Vacancy. Are there a high number of substandard vacant addresses in the target area of
a community with persistently high unemployment? A demolition/land bank strategy with selected acquisition
rehab for rental or lease-purchase might be considered.
4. Historically low vacancy that is now rising. A targeted strategy of acquisition for homeownership and rental
to retain or regain neighborhood stability might be considered.
5. Historically high cost rental market. Does this market historically have very high rents with low vacancies?
A strategy of acquiring properties and developing them as long-term affordable rental might be considered.
Latitude and Longitude of corner points
-83.694406 43.117463 -83.704619 43.117431 -83.704576 43.113515 -83.694406 43.113327
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Blocks Comprising Target Neighborhood
260490123102016, 260490123102015, 260490123102033, 260490123102032, 260490123102030,
260490123102029, 260490123102028, 260490123102027, 260490123102022, 260490123102021,
260490123102020, 260490123102019, 260490123102018, 260490123102017,
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Neighborhood ID: 8057067
NSP3 Planning Data
Grantee ID: 2621720E,2604900C
Grantee State: MI
Grantee Name: FLINT,GENESEE COUNTY
Grantee Address: 1101 Beach St Flint MI 48502
Grantee Email: aking@co.genesee.mi.us
Neighborhood Name: Clio/Pasadena
Date:2011-02-08 00:00:00
NSP3 Score
The neighborhoods identified by the NSP3 grantee as being the areas of greatest need must have an
individual or average combined index score for the grantee's identified target geography that is not less than
the lesser of 17 or the twentieth percentile most needy score in an individual state. For example, if a state's
twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 18, the requirement will be a minimum need of 17. If,
however, a state's twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 15, the requirement will be a minimum
need of 15. If more than one neighborhood is identified in the Action Plan, HUD will average the
Neighborhood Scores, weighting the scores by the estimated number of housing units in each identified
neighborhood.
Neighborhood NSP3 Score: 19.2
State Minimum Threshold NSP3 Score: 17
Total Housing Units in Neighborhood: 779
Area Benefit Eligibility
Percent Persons Less than 120% AMI: 81.15
Percent Persons Less than 80% AMI: 66.15
Neighborhood Attributes (Estimates)
Vacancy Estimate
USPS data on addresses not receiving mail in the last 90 days or "NoStat" can be a useful measure of
whether or not a target area has a serious vacancy problem. For urban neighborhoods, HUD has found that
neighborhoods with a very high number vacant addresses relative to the total addresses in an area to be a
very good indicator of a current for potentially serious blight problem.
The USPS "NoStat" indicator can mean different things. In rural areas, it is an indicator of vacancy. However,
it can also be an address that has been issued but not ever used, it can indicate units under development,
and it can be a very distressed property (most of the still flood damaged properties in New Orleans are
NoStat). When using this variable, users need to understand the target area identified.
In addition, the housing unit counts HUD gets from the US Census indicated above are usually close to the
residential address counts from the USPS below. However, if the Census and USPS counts are substantially
different for your identified target area, users are advised to use the information below with caution. For
example if there are many NoStats in an area for units never built, the USPS residential address count may
be larger than the Census number; if the area is a rural area largely served by PO boxes it may have fewer
addresses than housing units.
USPS Residential Addresses in Neighborhood: 798
Residential Addresses Vacant 90 or more days (USPS, March 2010): 95
Residential Addresses NoStat (USPS, March 2010): 60
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Foreclosure Estimates
HUD has developed a model for predicting where foreclosures are likely. That model estimates serious
delinquency rates using data on the leading causes of foreclosures - subprime loans (HMDA Census Tract
data on high cost and highly leveraged loans), increasing unemployment (BLS data on unemployment rate
change), and fall in home values (FHFA data on house price change). The predicted serious delinquency rate
is then used to apportion the state total counts of foreclosure starts (from the Mortgage Bankers Association)
and REOs (from RealtyTrac) to individual block groups.
Total Housing Units to receive a mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 114
Percent of Housing Units with a high cost mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 54.98
Percent of Housing Units 90 or more days delinquent or in foreclosure: 18.84
Number of Foreclosure Starts in past year: 11
Number of Housing Units Real Estate Owned July 2009 to June 2010: 9
HUD is encouraging grantees to have small enough target areas for NSP 3 such that their dollars will have a
visible impact on the neighborhood. Nationwide there have been over 1.9 million foreclosure completions in
the past two years. NSP 1, 2, and 3 combined are estimated to only be able to address 100,000 to 120,000
foreclosures. To stabilize a neighborhood requires focused investment.
Estimated number of properties needed to make an impact in identified target area (20% of REO in past
year): 2
Supporting Data
Metropolitan Area (or non-metropolitan area balance) percent fall in home value since peak value (Federal
Housing Finance Agency Home Price Index through June 2010): -31
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2005*: 8.97
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2010*: 16.65
*
Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area Unemployment Statistics
Market Analysis:
HUD is providing the data above as a tool for both neighborhood targeting and to help inform the strategy
development. Some things to consider:
1. Persistent Unemployment. Is this an area with persistently high unemployment? Serious consideration
should be given to a rental strategy rather than a homeownership strategy.
2. Home Value Change and Vacancy. Is this an area where foreclosures are largely due to a combination of
falling home values, a recent spike in unemployment, and a relatively low vacancy rate? A down payment
assistance program may be an effective strategy.
3. Persistently High Vacancy. Are there a high number of substandard vacant addresses in the target area of
a community with persistently high unemployment? A demolition/land bank strategy with selected acquisition
rehab for rental or lease-purchase might be considered.
4. Historically low vacancy that is now rising. A targeted strategy of acquisition for homeownership and rental
to retain or regain neighborhood stability might be considered.
5. Historically high cost rental market. Does this market historically have very high rents with low vacancies?
A strategy of acquiring properties and developing them as long-term affordable rental might be considered.
Latitude and Longitude of corner points
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-83.733158 43.057161 -83.738909 43.056973 -83.738909 43.051705 -83.740454 43.052646 -83.743801
43.050827 -83.743801 43.048883 -83.739853 43.049071 -83.740282 43.046185 -83.740110 43.041794
-83.747749 43.035333 -83.742256 43.033827 -83.739853 43.036337 -83.737707 43.037905 -83.736076
43.036901 -83.733158 43.038470 -83.732471 43.038721 -83.732986 43.056660
Blocks Comprising Target Neighborhood
260490005001004, 260490007001009, 260490007001010, 260490007003005, 260490007003006,
260490009001005, 260490009001016, 260490108122000, 260490108122001, 260490108122004,
260490108122005, 260490108122003, 260490108122002, 260490108122006, 260490108122008,
260490108122017, 260490108122016, 260490108122015, 260490108122014, 260490108122013,
260490108122012, 260490108122011, 260490108122010, 260490108122009, 260490108122023,
260490108122022, 260490108122021, 260490108122020, 260490108122019, 260490108122018,
260490108122007, 260490105014021, 260490105014020, 260490105014019, 260490105014018,
260490105014017, 260490105014016, 260490105014015, 260490105014014, 260490105014013,
260490105014023, 260490105014022, 260490105014012, 260490105014011, 260490105014010,
260490105014009, 260490105014008, 260490105014007,
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Neighborhood ID: 8461914
NSP3 Planning Data
Grantee ID: 2604900C
Grantee State: MI
Grantee Name: GENESEE COUNTY
Grantee Address: 1101 Beach St Flint MI 48502
Grantee Email: aking@co.genesee.mi.us
Neighborhood Name: City of Fenton3
Date:2010-11-04 00:00:00
NSP3 Score
The neighborhoods identified by the NSP3 grantee as being the areas of greatest need must have an
individual or average combined index score for the grantee's identified target geography that is not less than
the lesser of 17 or the twentieth percentile most needy score in an individual state. For example, if a state's
twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 18, the requirement will be a minimum need of 17. If,
however, a state's twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 15, the requirement will be a minimum
need of 15. If more than one neighborhood is identified in the Action Plan, HUD will average the
Neighborhood Scores, weighting the scores by the estimated number of housing units in each identified
neighborhood.
Neighborhood NSP3 Score: 17
State Minimum Threshold NSP3 Score: 17
Total Housing Units in Neighborhood: 293
Area Benefit Eligibility
Percent Persons Less than 120% AMI: 57.72
Percent Persons Less than 80% AMI: 39.39
Neighborhood Attributes (Estimates)
Vacancy Estimate
USPS data on addresses not receiving mail in the last 90 days or "NoStat" can be a useful measure of
whether or not a target area has a serious vacancy problem. For urban neighborhoods, HUD has found that
neighborhoods with a very high number vacant addresses relative to the total addresses in an area to be a
very good indicator of a current for potentially serious blight problem.
The USPS "NoStat" indicator can mean different things. In rural areas, it is an indicator of vacancy. However,
it can also be an address that has been issued but not ever used, it can indicate units under development,
and it can be a very distressed property (most of the still flood damaged properties in New Orleans are
NoStat). When using this variable, users need to understand the target area identified.
In addition, the housing unit counts HUD gets from the US Census indicated above are usually close to the
residential address counts from the USPS below. However, if the Census and USPS counts are substantially
different for your identified target area, users are advised to use the information below with caution. For
example if there are many NoStats in an area for units never built, the USPS residential address count may
be larger than the Census number; if the area is a rural area largely served by PO boxes it may have fewer
addresses than housing units.
USPS Residential Addresses in Neighborhood: 325
Residential Addresses Vacant 90 or more days (USPS, March 2010): 5
Residential Addresses NoStat (USPS, March 2010): 7
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Foreclosure Estimates
HUD has developed a model for predicting where foreclosures are likely. That model estimates serious
delinquency rates using data on the leading causes of foreclosures - subprime loans (HMDA Census Tract
data on high cost and highly leveraged loans), increasing unemployment (BLS data on unemployment rate
change), and fall in home values (FHFA data on house price change). The predicted serious delinquency rate
is then used to apportion the state total counts of foreclosure starts (from the Mortgage Bankers Association)
and REOs (from RealtyTrac) to individual block groups.
Total Housing Units to receive a mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 106
Percent of Housing Units with a high cost mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 23.3
Percent of Housing Units 90 or more days delinquent or in foreclosure: 14.3
Number of Foreclosure Starts in past year: 8
Number of Housing Units Real Estate Owned July 2009 to June 2010: 6
HUD is encouraging grantees to have small enough target areas for NSP 3 such that their dollars will have a
visible impact on the neighborhood. Nationwide there have been over 1.9 million foreclosure completions in
the past two years. NSP 1, 2, and 3 combined are estimated to only be able to address 100,000 to 120,000
foreclosures. To stabilize a neighborhood requires focused investment.
Estimated number of properties needed to make an impact in identified target area (20% of REO in past
year): 2
Supporting Data
Metropolitan Area (or non-metropolitan area balance) percent fall in home value since peak value (Federal
Housing Finance Agency Home Price Index through June 2010): -31
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2005*: 7.8
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2010*: 14.7
*
Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area Unemployment Statistics
Market Analysis:
HUD is providing the data above as a tool for both neighborhood targeting and to help inform the strategy
development. Some things to consider:
1. Persistent Unemployment. Is this an area with persistently high unemployment? Serious consideration
should be given to a rental strategy rather than a homeownership strategy.
2. Home Value Change and Vacancy. Is this an area where foreclosures are largely due to a combination of
falling home values, a recent spike in unemployment, and a relatively low vacancy rate? A down payment
assistance program may be an effective strategy.
3. Persistently High Vacancy. Are there a high number of substandard vacant addresses in the target area of
a community with persistently high unemployment? A demolition/land bank strategy with selected acquisition
rehab for rental or lease-purchase might be considered.
4. Historically low vacancy that is now rising. A targeted strategy of acquisition for homeownership and rental
to retain or regain neighborhood stability might be considered.
5. Historically high cost rental market. Does this market historically have very high rents with low vacancies?
A strategy of acquiring properties and developing them as long-term affordable rental might be considered.
Latitude and Longitude of corner points
-83.705006 42.803021 -83.704834 42.798235 -83.692560 42.794928 -83.692560 42.798109 -83.695693
42.798109 -83.695822 42.800785 -83.697538 42.800817 -83.698182 42.803115
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Blocks Comprising Target Neighborhood
260490132022004, 260490132023015, 260490132023014, 260490132023013, 260490132023012,
260490132023011, 260490132023010, 260490132023009, 260490132023008, 260490132023007,
260490132023024, 260490132023023, 260490132023022, 260490132023021, 260490132023020,
260490132023019, 260490132023018, 260490132023017, 260490132023016, 260490132023036,
260490132023035, 260490132023034, 260490132023033, 260490132023032, 260490132023031,
260490132023030, 260490132023029, 260490132023028, 260490132023027, 260490132023026,
260490132023025, 260490132023003, 260490132023004, 260490132023006, 260490132023005,
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Neighborhood ID: 8204833
NSP3 Planning Data
Grantee ID: 2604900C,2621720E
Grantee State: MI
Grantee Name: GENESEE COUNTY,FLINT
Grantee Address: 1101 Beach St Flint MI 48502
Grantee Email: aking@co.genesee.mi.us
Neighborhood Name: Bendle_Small
Date:2010-12-13 00:00:00
NSP3 Score
The neighborhoods identified by the NSP3 grantee as being the areas of greatest need must have an
individual or average combined index score for the grantee's identified target geography that is not less than
the lesser of 17 or the twentieth percentile most needy score in an individual state. For example, if a state's
twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 18, the requirement will be a minimum need of 17. If,
however, a state's twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 15, the requirement will be a minimum
need of 15. If more than one neighborhood is identified in the Action Plan, HUD will average the
Neighborhood Scores, weighting the scores by the estimated number of housing units in each identified
neighborhood.
Neighborhood NSP3 Score: 18
State Minimum Threshold NSP3 Score: 17
Total Housing Units in Neighborhood: 1472
Area Benefit Eligibility
Percent Persons Less than 120% AMI: 79.15
Percent Persons Less than 80% AMI: 48.81
Neighborhood Attributes (Estimates)
Vacancy Estimate
USPS data on addresses not receiving mail in the last 90 days or "NoStat" can be a useful measure of
whether or not a target area has a serious vacancy problem. For urban neighborhoods, HUD has found that
neighborhoods with a very high number vacant addresses relative to the total addresses in an area to be a
very good indicator of a current for potentially serious blight problem.
The USPS "NoStat" indicator can mean different things. In rural areas, it is an indicator of vacancy. However,
it can also be an address that has been issued but not ever used, it can indicate units under development,
and it can be a very distressed property (most of the still flood damaged properties in New Orleans are
NoStat). When using this variable, users need to understand the target area identified.
In addition, the housing unit counts HUD gets from the US Census indicated above are usually close to the
residential address counts from the USPS below. However, if the Census and USPS counts are substantially
different for your identified target area, users are advised to use the information below with caution. For
example if there are many NoStats in an area for units never built, the USPS residential address count may
be larger than the Census number; if the area is a rural area largely served by PO boxes it may have fewer
addresses than housing units.
USPS Residential Addresses in Neighborhood: 1474
Residential Addresses Vacant 90 or more days (USPS, March 2010): 104
Residential Addresses NoStat (USPS, March 2010): 105
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Foreclosure Estimates
HUD has developed a model for predicting where foreclosures are likely. That model estimates serious
delinquency rates using data on the leading causes of foreclosures - subprime loans (HMDA Census Tract
data on high cost and highly leveraged loans), increasing unemployment (BLS data on unemployment rate
change), and fall in home values (FHFA data on house price change). The predicted serious delinquency rate
is then used to apportion the state total counts of foreclosure starts (from the Mortgage Bankers Association)
and REOs (from RealtyTrac) to individual block groups.
Total Housing Units to receive a mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 331
Percent of Housing Units with a high cost mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 43.6
Percent of Housing Units 90 or more days delinquent or in foreclosure: 15.62
Number of Foreclosure Starts in past year: 26
Number of Housing Units Real Estate Owned July 2009 to June 2010: 23
HUD is encouraging grantees to have small enough target areas for NSP 3 such that their dollars will have a
visible impact on the neighborhood. Nationwide there have been over 1.9 million foreclosure completions in
the past two years. NSP 1, 2, and 3 combined are estimated to only be able to address 100,000 to 120,000
foreclosures. To stabilize a neighborhood requires focused investment.
Estimated number of properties needed to make an impact in identified target area (20% of REO in past
year): 5
Supporting Data
Metropolitan Area (or non-metropolitan area balance) percent fall in home value since peak value (Federal
Housing Finance Agency Home Price Index through June 2010): -31
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2005*: 6
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2010*: 11.6
*
Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area Unemployment Statistics
Market Analysis:
HUD is providing the data above as a tool for both neighborhood targeting and to help inform the strategy
development. Some things to consider:
1. Persistent Unemployment. Is this an area with persistently high unemployment? Serious consideration
should be given to a rental strategy rather than a homeownership strategy.
2. Home Value Change and Vacancy. Is this an area where foreclosures are largely due to a combination of
falling home values, a recent spike in unemployment, and a relatively low vacancy rate? A down payment
assistance program may be an effective strategy.
3. Persistently High Vacancy. Are there a high number of substandard vacant addresses in the target area of
a community with persistently high unemployment? A demolition/land bank strategy with selected acquisition
rehab for rental or lease-purchase might be considered.
4. Historically low vacancy that is now rising. A targeted strategy of acquisition for homeownership and rental
to retain or regain neighborhood stability might be considered.
5. Historically high cost rental market. Does this market historically have very high rents with low vacancies?
A strategy of acquiring properties and developing them as long-term affordable rental might be considered.
Latitude and Longitude of corner points
-83.692818 42.981230 -83.692904 42.974072 -83.660803 42.974637 -83.660889 42.978405 -83.672562
42.978342 -83.673248 42.981670
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Blocks Comprising Target Neighborhood
260490113011000, 260490113011007, 260490113011014, 260490113011013, 260490113011012,
260490113011011, 260490113011010, 260490113011009, 260490113011008, 260490113011006,
260490113011001, 260490113011003, 260490113011004, 260490113011005, 260490113011002,
260490113012000, 260490113012006, 260490113012008, 260490113012017, 260490113012016,
260490113012015, 260490113012014, 260490113012013, 260490113012012, 260490113012011,
260490113012010, 260490113012009, 260490113012030, 260490113012029, 260490113012028,
260490113012027, 260490113012026, 260490113012025, 260490113012024, 260490113012023,
260490113012022, 260490113012021, 260490113012020, 260490113012019, 260490113012018,
260490113012007, 260490113012005, 260490113012001, 260490113012002, 260490113012004,
260490113012003, 260490113021007, 260490113021016, 260490113021015, 260490113021014,
260490113021013, 260490113021012, 260490113021011, 260490113021010, 260490113021009,
260490113021008, 260490113021017, 260490113021006, 260490113021005, 260490040004019,
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Neighborhood ID: 3122283
NSP3 Planning Data
Grantee ID: 2621720E,2604900C
Grantee State: MI
Grantee Name: FLINT,GENESEE COUNTY
Grantee Address: 1101 Beach St Flint MI 48502
Grantee Email: aking@co.genesee.mi.us
Neighborhood Name: Richfield/Center
Date:2010-11-02 00:00:00
NSP3 Score
The neighborhoods identified by the NSP3 grantee as being the areas of greatest need must have an
individual or average combined index score for the grantee's identified target geography that is not less than
the lesser of 17 or the twentieth percentile most needy score in an individual state. For example, if a state's
twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 18, the requirement will be a minimum need of 17. If,
however, a state's twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 15, the requirement will be a minimum
need of 15. If more than one neighborhood is identified in the Action Plan, HUD will average the
Neighborhood Scores, weighting the scores by the estimated number of housing units in each identified
neighborhood.
Neighborhood NSP3 Score: 18.01
State Minimum Threshold NSP3 Score: 17
Total Housing Units in Neighborhood: 572
Area Benefit Eligibility
Percent Persons Less than 120% AMI: 73.74
Percent Persons Less than 80% AMI: 54.55
Neighborhood Attributes (Estimates)
Vacancy Estimate
USPS data on addresses not receiving mail in the last 90 days or "NoStat" can be a useful measure of
whether or not a target area has a serious vacancy problem. For urban neighborhoods, HUD has found that
neighborhoods with a very high number vacant addresses relative to the total addresses in an area to be a
very good indicator of a current for potentially serious blight problem.
The USPS "NoStat" indicator can mean different things. In rural areas, it is an indicator of vacancy. However,
it can also be an address that has been issued but not ever used, it can indicate units under development,
and it can be a very distressed property (most of the still flood damaged properties in New Orleans are
NoStat). When using this variable, users need to understand the target area identified.
In addition, the housing unit counts HUD gets from the US Census indicated above are usually close to the
residential address counts from the USPS below. However, if the Census and USPS counts are substantially
different for your identified target area, users are advised to use the information below with caution. For
example if there are many NoStats in an area for units never built, the USPS residential address count may
be larger than the Census number; if the area is a rural area largely served by PO boxes it may have fewer
addresses than housing units.
USPS Residential Addresses in Neighborhood: 588
Residential Addresses Vacant 90 or more days (USPS, March 2010): 42
Residential Addresses NoStat (USPS, March 2010): 6
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Foreclosure Estimates
HUD has developed a model for predicting where foreclosures are likely. That model estimates serious
delinquency rates using data on the leading causes of foreclosures - subprime loans (HMDA Census Tract
data on high cost and highly leveraged loans), increasing unemployment (BLS data on unemployment rate
change), and fall in home values (FHFA data on house price change). The predicted serious delinquency rate
is then used to apportion the state total counts of foreclosure starts (from the Mortgage Bankers Association)
and REOs (from RealtyTrac) to individual block groups.
Total Housing Units to receive a mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 180
Percent of Housing Units with a high cost mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 29.98
Percent of Housing Units 90 or more days delinquent or in foreclosure: 14.72
Number of Foreclosure Starts in past year: 14
Number of Housing Units Real Estate Owned July 2009 to June 2010: 12
HUD is encouraging grantees to have small enough target areas for NSP 3 such that their dollars will have a
visible impact on the neighborhood. Nationwide there have been over 1.9 million foreclosure completions in
the past two years. NSP 1, 2, and 3 combined are estimated to only be able to address 100,000 to 120,000
foreclosures. To stabilize a neighborhood requires focused investment.
Estimated number of properties needed to make an impact in identified target area (20% of REO in past
year): 3
Supporting Data
Metropolitan Area (or non-metropolitan area balance) percent fall in home value since peak value (Federal
Housing Finance Agency Home Price Index through June 2010): -31
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2005*: 7.82
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2010*: 14.73
*
Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area Unemployment Statistics
Market Analysis:
HUD is providing the data above as a tool for both neighborhood targeting and to help inform the strategy
development. Some things to consider:
1. Persistent Unemployment. Is this an area with persistently high unemployment? Serious consideration
should be given to a rental strategy rather than a homeownership strategy.
2. Home Value Change and Vacancy. Is this an area where foreclosures are largely due to a combination of
falling home values, a recent spike in unemployment, and a relatively low vacancy rate? A down payment
assistance program may be an effective strategy.
3. Persistently High Vacancy. Are there a high number of substandard vacant addresses in the target area of
a community with persistently high unemployment? A demolition/land bank strategy with selected acquisition
rehab for rental or lease-purchase might be considered.
4. Historically low vacancy that is now rising. A targeted strategy of acquisition for homeownership and rental
to retain or regain neighborhood stability might be considered.
5. Historically high cost rental market. Does this market historically have very high rents with low vacancies?
A strategy of acquiring properties and developing them as long-term affordable rental might be considered.
Latitude and Longitude of corner points
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-83.650589 43.054088 -83.650503 43.050952 -83.634710 43.051140 -83.634453 43.047252 -83.625269
43.047440 -83.625269 43.051015 -83.628531 43.050827 -83.629303 43.052458 -83.630848 43.053900
-83.631878 43.055782 -83.632822 43.057600 -83.633337 43.059294 -83.635054 43.059482 -83.636513
43.057851
Blocks Comprising Target Neighborhood
260490019003004, 260490019003005, 260490019003006, 260490019003007, 260490019003008,
260490120062003, 260490120062007, 260490120062014, 260490120062013, 260490120062012,
260490120062011, 260490120062010, 260490120062009, 260490120062008, 260490120062004,
260490120063000, 260490120063001, 260490120063003, 260490120063005, 260490120063007,
260490120063009, 260490120063008, 260490120063006, 260490120063004, 260490120063002,
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Neighborhood ID: 5680999
NSP3 Planning Data
Grantee ID: 2604900C
Grantee State: MI
Grantee Name: GENESEE COUNTY
Grantee Address: 1101 Beach St Flint MI 48502
Grantee Email: aking@co.genesee.mi.us
Neighborhood Name: Beecher
Date:2011-02-08 00:00:00
NSP3 Score
The neighborhoods identified by the NSP3 grantee as being the areas of greatest need must have an
individual or average combined index score for the grantee's identified target geography that is not less than
the lesser of 17 or the twentieth percentile most needy score in an individual state. For example, if a state's
twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 18, the requirement will be a minimum need of 17. If,
however, a state's twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 15, the requirement will be a minimum
need of 15. If more than one neighborhood is identified in the Action Plan, HUD will average the
Neighborhood Scores, weighting the scores by the estimated number of housing units in each identified
neighborhood.
Neighborhood NSP3 Score: 19.33
State Minimum Threshold NSP3 Score: 17
Total Housing Units in Neighborhood: 3370
Area Benefit Eligibility
Percent Persons Less than 120% AMI: 83.54
Percent Persons Less than 80% AMI: 72.8
Neighborhood Attributes (Estimates)
Vacancy Estimate
USPS data on addresses not receiving mail in the last 90 days or "NoStat" can be a useful measure of
whether or not a target area has a serious vacancy problem. For urban neighborhoods, HUD has found that
neighborhoods with a very high number vacant addresses relative to the total addresses in an area to be a
very good indicator of a current for potentially serious blight problem.
The USPS "NoStat" indicator can mean different things. In rural areas, it is an indicator of vacancy. However,
it can also be an address that has been issued but not ever used, it can indicate units under development,
and it can be a very distressed property (most of the still flood damaged properties in New Orleans are
NoStat). When using this variable, users need to understand the target area identified.
In addition, the housing unit counts HUD gets from the US Census indicated above are usually close to the
residential address counts from the USPS below. However, if the Census and USPS counts are substantially
different for your identified target area, users are advised to use the information below with caution. For
example if there are many NoStats in an area for units never built, the USPS residential address count may
be larger than the Census number; if the area is a rural area largely served by PO boxes it may have fewer
addresses than housing units.
USPS Residential Addresses in Neighborhood: 3219
Residential Addresses Vacant 90 or more days (USPS, March 2010): 391
Residential Addresses NoStat (USPS, March 2010): 152
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Foreclosure Estimates
HUD has developed a model for predicting where foreclosures are likely. That model estimates serious
delinquency rates using data on the leading causes of foreclosures - subprime loans (HMDA Census Tract
data on high cost and highly leveraged loans), increasing unemployment (BLS data on unemployment rate
change), and fall in home values (FHFA data on house price change). The predicted serious delinquency rate
is then used to apportion the state total counts of foreclosure starts (from the Mortgage Bankers Association)
and REOs (from RealtyTrac) to individual block groups.
Total Housing Units to receive a mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 557
Percent of Housing Units with a high cost mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 60.74
Percent of Housing Units 90 or more days delinquent or in foreclosure: 19.2
Number of Foreclosure Starts in past year: 55
Number of Housing Units Real Estate Owned July 2009 to June 2010: 47
HUD is encouraging grantees to have small enough target areas for NSP 3 such that their dollars will have a
visible impact on the neighborhood. Nationwide there have been over 1.9 million foreclosure completions in
the past two years. NSP 1, 2, and 3 combined are estimated to only be able to address 100,000 to 120,000
foreclosures. To stabilize a neighborhood requires focused investment.
Estimated number of properties needed to make an impact in identified target area (20% of REO in past
year): 13
Supporting Data
Metropolitan Area (or non-metropolitan area balance) percent fall in home value since peak value (Federal
Housing Finance Agency Home Price Index through June 2010): -31
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2005*: 7.8
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2010*: 14.7
*
Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area Unemployment Statistics
Market Analysis:
HUD is providing the data above as a tool for both neighborhood targeting and to help inform the strategy
development. Some things to consider:
1. Persistent Unemployment. Is this an area with persistently high unemployment? Serious consideration
should be given to a rental strategy rather than a homeownership strategy.
2. Home Value Change and Vacancy. Is this an area where foreclosures are largely due to a combination of
falling home values, a recent spike in unemployment, and a relatively low vacancy rate? A down payment
assistance program may be an effective strategy.
3. Persistently High Vacancy. Are there a high number of substandard vacant addresses in the target area of
a community with persistently high unemployment? A demolition/land bank strategy with selected acquisition
rehab for rental or lease-purchase might be considered.
4. Historically low vacancy that is now rising. A targeted strategy of acquisition for homeownership and rental
to retain or regain neighborhood stability might be considered.
5. Historically high cost rental market. Does this market historically have very high rents with low vacancies?
A strategy of acquiring properties and developing them as long-term affordable rental might be considered.
Latitude and Longitude of corner points
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-83.720884 43.097097 -83.721142 43.089889 -83.713675 43.090328 -83.714275 43.075471 -83.676767
43.075910 -83.677282 43.080236 -83.681059 43.080424 -83.681059 43.087069 -83.678226 43.087257
-83.678226 43.090454 -83.684063 43.090516 -83.684406 43.097473 -83.685951 43.097411 -83.686037
43.102174 -83.694363 43.102111 -83.694105 43.092021 -83.694105 43.090203 -83.706465 43.090328
-83.706636 43.097536
Blocks Comprising Target Neighborhood
260490122013005, 260490122013014, 260490122013013, 260490122013012, 260490122013011,
260490122013010, 260490122013009, 260490122013008, 260490122013007, 260490122013006,
260490122013028, 260490122013027, 260490122013026, 260490122013025, 260490122013024,
260490122013023, 260490122013022, 260490122013021, 260490122013020, 260490122013019,
260490122013018, 260490122013017, 260490122013016, 260490122013015, 260490122021000,
260490122021001, 260490122021003, 260490122021006, 260490122021005, 260490122021004,
260490122021002, 260490122021007, 260490122021016, 260490122021015, 260490122021014,
260490122021013, 260490122021012, 260490122021011, 260490122021010, 260490122021009,
260490122021008, 260490122021025, 260490122021024, 260490122021023, 260490122021022,
260490122021021, 260490122021020, 260490122021019, 260490122021018, 260490122021017,
260490122021028, 260490122021027, 260490122021026, 260490122022003, 260490122022005,
260490122022006, 260490122022015, 260490122022014, 260490122022013, 260490122022012,
260490122022011, 260490122022010, 260490122022009, 260490122022008, 260490122022007,
260490122022024, 260490122022023, 260490122022022, 260490122022021, 260490122022020,
260490122022019, 260490122022018, 260490122022017, 260490122022016, 260490122022028,
260490122022027, 260490122022026, 260490122022025, 260490103041000, 260490103041003,
260490103041004, 260490103041002, 260490103041001, 260490103041005, 260490103041007,
260490103041010, 260490103041009, 260490103041008, 260490103041006, 260490103042000,
260490103042001, 260490103042002, 260490103042004, 260490103042013, 260490103042012,
260490103042011, 260490103042010, 260490103042009, 260490103042008, 260490103042007,
260490103042006, 260490103042005, 260490103042022, 260490103042021, 260490103042020,
260490103042019, 260490103042018, 260490103042017, 260490103042016, 260490103042015,
260490103042014, 260490103042027, 260490103042026, 260490103042025, 260490103042024,
260490103042023, 260490103042003, 260490103043000, 260490103043002, 260490103043009,
260490103043008, 260490103043007, 260490103043006, 260490103043005, 260490103043004,
260490103043003, 260490103043001, 260490103044000, 260490103044001, 260490103044004,
260490103044005, 260490103044003, 260490103044002, 260490103044006, 260490103044008,
260490103044014, 260490103044013, 260490103044012, 260490103044011, 260490103044010,
260490103044009, 260490103044007, 260490103045000, 260490103045014, 260490103045013,
260490103045012, 260490103045011, 260490103045010, 260490103045009, 260490103045008,
260490103045007, 260490103045006, 260490103045005, 260490103045004, 260490103045003,
260490103045002, 260490103045001, 260490103046000, 260490103052000, 260490103052001,
260490103052002, 260490103052004, 260490103052006, 260490103052008, 260490103052007,
260490103052005, 260490103052003, 260490103053001, 260490103053003, 260490103053005,
260490103053007, 260490103053009, 260490103053008, 260490103053006, 260490103053004,
260490103053002,
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Neighborhood ID: 1047515
NSP3 Planning Data
Grantee ID: 2604900C
Grantee State: MI
Grantee Name: GENESEE COUNTY
Grantee Address: 1101 Beach St Flint MI 48502
Grantee Email: aking@co.genesee.mi.us
Neighborhood Name: Flint Twp- Corunna/I-75
Date:2010-11-02 00:00:00
NSP3 Score
The neighborhoods identified by the NSP3 grantee as being the areas of greatest need must have an
individual or average combined index score for the grantee's identified target geography that is not less than
the lesser of 17 or the twentieth percentile most needy score in an individual state. For example, if a state's
twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 18, the requirement will be a minimum need of 17. If,
however, a state's twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 15, the requirement will be a minimum
need of 15. If more than one neighborhood is identified in the Action Plan, HUD will average the
Neighborhood Scores, weighting the scores by the estimated number of housing units in each identified
neighborhood.
Neighborhood NSP3 Score: 18.6
State Minimum Threshold NSP3 Score: 17
Total Housing Units in Neighborhood: 651
Area Benefit Eligibility
Percent Persons Less than 120% AMI: 73.58
Percent Persons Less than 80% AMI: 52.88
Neighborhood Attributes (Estimates)
Vacancy Estimate
USPS data on addresses not receiving mail in the last 90 days or "NoStat" can be a useful measure of
whether or not a target area has a serious vacancy problem. For urban neighborhoods, HUD has found that
neighborhoods with a very high number vacant addresses relative to the total addresses in an area to be a
very good indicator of a current for potentially serious blight problem.
The USPS "NoStat" indicator can mean different things. In rural areas, it is an indicator of vacancy. However,
it can also be an address that has been issued but not ever used, it can indicate units under development,
and it can be a very distressed property (most of the still flood damaged properties in New Orleans are
NoStat). When using this variable, users need to understand the target area identified.
In addition, the housing unit counts HUD gets from the US Census indicated above are usually close to the
residential address counts from the USPS below. However, if the Census and USPS counts are substantially
different for your identified target area, users are advised to use the information below with caution. For
example if there are many NoStats in an area for units never built, the USPS residential address count may
be larger than the Census number; if the area is a rural area largely served by PO boxes it may have fewer
addresses than housing units.
USPS Residential Addresses in Neighborhood: 666
Residential Addresses Vacant 90 or more days (USPS, March 2010): 55
Residential Addresses NoStat (USPS, March 2010): 6
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Foreclosure Estimates
HUD has developed a model for predicting where foreclosures are likely. That model estimates serious
delinquency rates using data on the leading causes of foreclosures - subprime loans (HMDA Census Tract
data on high cost and highly leveraged loans), increasing unemployment (BLS data on unemployment rate
change), and fall in home values (FHFA data on house price change). The predicted serious delinquency rate
is then used to apportion the state total counts of foreclosure starts (from the Mortgage Bankers Association)
and REOs (from RealtyTrac) to individual block groups.
Total Housing Units to receive a mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 121
Percent of Housing Units with a high cost mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 41.34
Percent of Housing Units 90 or more days delinquent or in foreclosure: 17.23
Number of Foreclosure Starts in past year: 11
Number of Housing Units Real Estate Owned July 2009 to June 2010: 10
HUD is encouraging grantees to have small enough target areas for NSP 3 such that their dollars will have a
visible impact on the neighborhood. Nationwide there have been over 1.9 million foreclosure completions in
the past two years. NSP 1, 2, and 3 combined are estimated to only be able to address 100,000 to 120,000
foreclosures. To stabilize a neighborhood requires focused investment.
Estimated number of properties needed to make an impact in identified target area (20% of REO in past
year): 2
Supporting Data
Metropolitan Area (or non-metropolitan area balance) percent fall in home value since peak value (Federal
Housing Finance Agency Home Price Index through June 2010): -31
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2005*: 7.8
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2010*: 14.7
*
Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area Unemployment Statistics
Market Analysis:
HUD is providing the data above as a tool for both neighborhood targeting and to help inform the strategy
development. Some things to consider:
1. Persistent Unemployment. Is this an area with persistently high unemployment? Serious consideration
should be given to a rental strategy rather than a homeownership strategy.
2. Home Value Change and Vacancy. Is this an area where foreclosures are largely due to a combination of
falling home values, a recent spike in unemployment, and a relatively low vacancy rate? A down payment
assistance program may be an effective strategy.
3. Persistently High Vacancy. Are there a high number of substandard vacant addresses in the target area of
a community with persistently high unemployment? A demolition/land bank strategy with selected acquisition
rehab for rental or lease-purchase might be considered.
4. Historically low vacancy that is now rising. A targeted strategy of acquisition for homeownership and rental
to retain or regain neighborhood stability might be considered.
5. Historically high cost rental market. Does this market historically have very high rents with low vacancies?
A strategy of acquiring properties and developing them as long-term affordable rental might be considered.
Latitude and Longitude of corner points
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-83.738437 43.001509 -83.738179 42.995577 -83.747406 42.995357 -83.747621 42.995043 -83.761868
42.994729 -83.762555 42.994949 -83.762169 42.995577 -83.762298 43.002136 -83.747621 43.002136
-83.747363 42.999814
Blocks Comprising Target Neighborhood
260490109103000, 260490109103003, 260490109103004, 260490109103002, 260490109103001,
260490109103005, 260490109103007, 260490109103016, 260490109103015, 260490109103012,
260490109103011, 260490109103010, 260490109103009, 260490109103008, 260490109103033,
260490109103032, 260490109103031, 260490109103030, 260490109103029, 260490109103028,
260490109103027, 260490109103026, 260490109103025, 260490109103045, 260490109103042,
260490109103041, 260490109103040, 260490109103039, 260490109103038, 260490109103037,
260490109103036, 260490109103035, 260490109103034, 260490109103024, 260490109103023,
260490109103022, 260490109103021, 260490109103020, 260490109103019, 260490109103018,
260490109103017, 260490109103006, 260490109113001, 260490109113003, 260490109113015,
260490109113014, 260490109113013, 260490109113012, 260490109113011, 260490109113010,
260490109113009, 260490109113008, 260490109113007, 260490109113006, 260490109113005,
260490109113004, 260490109113002,
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Neighborhood ID: 1115905
NSP3 Planning Data
Grantee ID: 2604900C
Grantee State: MI
Grantee Name: GENESEE COUNTY
Grantee Address: 1101 Beach St Flint MI 48502
Grantee Email: aking@co.genesee.mi.us
Neighborhood Name: Ballenger/Flushing
Date:2010-11-02 00:00:00
NSP3 Score
The neighborhoods identified by the NSP3 grantee as being the areas of greatest need must have an
individual or average combined index score for the grantee's identified target geography that is not less than
the lesser of 17 or the twentieth percentile most needy score in an individual state. For example, if a state's
twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 18, the requirement will be a minimum need of 17. If,
however, a state's twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 15, the requirement will be a minimum
need of 15. If more than one neighborhood is identified in the Action Plan, HUD will average the
Neighborhood Scores, weighting the scores by the estimated number of housing units in each identified
neighborhood.
Neighborhood NSP3 Score: 19
State Minimum Threshold NSP3 Score: 17
Total Housing Units in Neighborhood: 271
Area Benefit Eligibility
Percent Persons Less than 120% AMI: 69.6
Percent Persons Less than 80% AMI: 53
Neighborhood Attributes (Estimates)
Vacancy Estimate
USPS data on addresses not receiving mail in the last 90 days or "NoStat" can be a useful measure of
whether or not a target area has a serious vacancy problem. For urban neighborhoods, HUD has found that
neighborhoods with a very high number vacant addresses relative to the total addresses in an area to be a
very good indicator of a current for potentially serious blight problem.
The USPS "NoStat" indicator can mean different things. In rural areas, it is an indicator of vacancy. However,
it can also be an address that has been issued but not ever used, it can indicate units under development,
and it can be a very distressed property (most of the still flood damaged properties in New Orleans are
NoStat). When using this variable, users need to understand the target area identified.
In addition, the housing unit counts HUD gets from the US Census indicated above are usually close to the
residential address counts from the USPS below. However, if the Census and USPS counts are substantially
different for your identified target area, users are advised to use the information below with caution. For
example if there are many NoStats in an area for units never built, the USPS residential address count may
be larger than the Census number; if the area is a rural area largely served by PO boxes it may have fewer
addresses than housing units.
USPS Residential Addresses in Neighborhood: 265
Residential Addresses Vacant 90 or more days (USPS, March 2010): 43
Residential Addresses NoStat (USPS, March 2010): 7
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Foreclosure Estimates
HUD has developed a model for predicting where foreclosures are likely. That model estimates serious
delinquency rates using data on the leading causes of foreclosures - subprime loans (HMDA Census Tract
data on high cost and highly leveraged loans), increasing unemployment (BLS data on unemployment rate
change), and fall in home values (FHFA data on house price change). The predicted serious delinquency rate
is then used to apportion the state total counts of foreclosure starts (from the Mortgage Bankers Association)
and REOs (from RealtyTrac) to individual block groups.
Total Housing Units to receive a mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 28
Percent of Housing Units with a high cost mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 48.9
Percent of Housing Units 90 or more days delinquent or in foreclosure: 18.4
Number of Foreclosure Starts in past year: 3
Number of Housing Units Real Estate Owned July 2009 to June 2010: 2
HUD is encouraging grantees to have small enough target areas for NSP 3 such that their dollars will have a
visible impact on the neighborhood. Nationwide there have been over 1.9 million foreclosure completions in
the past two years. NSP 1, 2, and 3 combined are estimated to only be able to address 100,000 to 120,000
foreclosures. To stabilize a neighborhood requires focused investment.
Estimated number of properties needed to make an impact in identified target area (20% of REO in past
year): 1
Supporting Data
Metropolitan Area (or non-metropolitan area balance) percent fall in home value since peak value (Federal
Housing Finance Agency Home Price Index through June 2010): -31
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2005*: 7.8
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2010*: 14.7
*
Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area Unemployment Statistics
Market Analysis:
HUD is providing the data above as a tool for both neighborhood targeting and to help inform the strategy
development. Some things to consider:
1. Persistent Unemployment. Is this an area with persistently high unemployment? Serious consideration
should be given to a rental strategy rather than a homeownership strategy.
2. Home Value Change and Vacancy. Is this an area where foreclosures are largely due to a combination of
falling home values, a recent spike in unemployment, and a relatively low vacancy rate? A down payment
assistance program may be an effective strategy.
3. Persistently High Vacancy. Are there a high number of substandard vacant addresses in the target area of
a community with persistently high unemployment? A demolition/land bank strategy with selected acquisition
rehab for rental or lease-purchase might be considered.
4. Historically low vacancy that is now rising. A targeted strategy of acquisition for homeownership and rental
to retain or regain neighborhood stability might be considered.
5. Historically high cost rental market. Does this market historically have very high rents with low vacancies?
A strategy of acquiring properties and developing them as long-term affordable rental might be considered.
Latitude and Longitude of corner points
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-83.729768 43.023851 -83.730412 43.023129 -83.729725 43.022784 -83.733029 43.019270 -83.736806
43.020714 -83.737664 43.022063 -83.740711 43.023286 -83.742385 43.022094 -83.744531 43.022345
-83.746505 43.023600 -83.745818 43.025357 -83.743501 43.028024
Blocks Comprising Target Neighborhood
260490108123000, 260490108123003, 260490108123002, 260490108123001, 260490108123005,
260490108123007, 260490108123016, 260490108123015, 260490108123013, 260490108123012,
260490108123011, 260490108123010, 260490108123009, 260490108123008, 260490108123025,
260490108123024, 260490108123023, 260490108123022, 260490108123021, 260490108123020,
260490108123019, 260490108123018, 260490108123017, 260490108123006,
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Neighborhood ID: 2528472
NSP3 Planning Data
Grantee ID: 2604900C
Grantee State: MI
Grantee Name: GENESEE COUNTY
Grantee Address: 1101 Beach St Flint MI 48502
Grantee Email: aking@co.genesee.mi.us
Neighborhood Name: GB Twp
Date:2011-01-05 00:00:00
NSP3 Score
The neighborhoods identified by the NSP3 grantee as being the areas of greatest need must have an
individual or average combined index score for the grantee's identified target geography that is not less than
the lesser of 17 or the twentieth percentile most needy score in an individual state. For example, if a state's
twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 18, the requirement will be a minimum need of 17. If,
however, a state's twentieth percentile most needy census tract is 15, the requirement will be a minimum
need of 15. If more than one neighborhood is identified in the Action Plan, HUD will average the
Neighborhood Scores, weighting the scores by the estimated number of housing units in each identified
neighborhood.
Neighborhood NSP3 Score: 17.37
State Minimum Threshold NSP3 Score: 17
Total Housing Units in Neighborhood: 7190
Area Benefit Eligibility
Percent Persons Less than 120% AMI: 49.13
Percent Persons Less than 80% AMI: 27.43
Neighborhood Attributes (Estimates)
Vacancy Estimate
USPS data on addresses not receiving mail in the last 90 days or "NoStat" can be a useful measure of
whether or not a target area has a serious vacancy problem. For urban neighborhoods, HUD has found that
neighborhoods with a very high number vacant addresses relative to the total addresses in an area to be a
very good indicator of a current for potentially serious blight problem.
The USPS "NoStat" indicator can mean different things. In rural areas, it is an indicator of vacancy. However,
it can also be an address that has been issued but not ever used, it can indicate units under development,
and it can be a very distressed property (most of the still flood damaged properties in New Orleans are
NoStat). When using this variable, users need to understand the target area identified.
In addition, the housing unit counts HUD gets from the US Census indicated above are usually close to the
residential address counts from the USPS below. However, if the Census and USPS counts are substantially
different for your identified target area, users are advised to use the information below with caution. For
example if there are many NoStats in an area for units never built, the USPS residential address count may
be larger than the Census number; if the area is a rural area largely served by PO boxes it may have fewer
addresses than housing units.
USPS Residential Addresses in Neighborhood: 8019
Residential Addresses Vacant 90 or more days (USPS, March 2010): 232
Residential Addresses NoStat (USPS, March 2010): 361
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Foreclosure Estimates
HUD has developed a model for predicting where foreclosures are likely. That model estimates serious
delinquency rates using data on the leading causes of foreclosures - subprime loans (HMDA Census Tract
data on high cost and highly leveraged loans), increasing unemployment (BLS data on unemployment rate
change), and fall in home values (FHFA data on house price change). The predicted serious delinquency rate
is then used to apportion the state total counts of foreclosure starts (from the Mortgage Bankers Association)
and REOs (from RealtyTrac) to individual block groups.
Total Housing Units to receive a mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 2286
Percent of Housing Units with a high cost mortgage between 2004 and 2007: 21.94
Percent of Housing Units 90 or more days delinquent or in foreclosure: 14.11
Number of Foreclosure Starts in past year: 164
Number of Housing Units Real Estate Owned July 2009 to June 2010: 142
HUD is encouraging grantees to have small enough target areas for NSP 3 such that their dollars will have a
visible impact on the neighborhood. Nationwide there have been over 1.9 million foreclosure completions in
the past two years. NSP 1, 2, and 3 combined are estimated to only be able to address 100,000 to 120,000
foreclosures. To stabilize a neighborhood requires focused investment.
Estimated number of properties needed to make an impact in identified target area (20% of REO in past
year): 32
Supporting Data
Metropolitan Area (or non-metropolitan area balance) percent fall in home value since peak value (Federal
Housing Finance Agency Home Price Index through June 2010): -31
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2005*: 7.8
Place (if place over 20,000) or county unemployment rate June 2010*: 14.69
*
Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area Unemployment Statistics
Market Analysis:
HUD is providing the data above as a tool for both neighborhood targeting and to help inform the strategy
development. Some things to consider:
1. Persistent Unemployment. Is this an area with persistently high unemployment? Serious consideration
should be given to a rental strategy rather than a homeownership strategy.
2. Home Value Change and Vacancy. Is this an area where foreclosures are largely due to a combination of
falling home values, a recent spike in unemployment, and a relatively low vacancy rate? A down payment
assistance program may be an effective strategy.
3. Persistently High Vacancy. Are there a high number of substandard vacant addresses in the target area of
a community with persistently high unemployment? A demolition/land bank strategy with selected acquisition
rehab for rental or lease-purchase might be considered.
4. Historically low vacancy that is now rising. A targeted strategy of acquisition for homeownership and rental
to retain or regain neighborhood stability might be considered.
5. Historically high cost rental market. Does this market historically have very high rents with low vacancies?
A strategy of acquiring properties and developing them as long-term affordable rental might be considered.
Latitude and Longitude of corner points
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-83.573856 42.961573 -83.573341 42.947627 -83.592396 42.945491 -83.641834 42.944737 -83.638401
42.937700 -83.642178 42.938203 -83.641663 42.920606 -83.646984 42.917086 -83.650074 42.915955
-83.672390 42.915201 -83.691616 42.928651 -83.692646 42.959815
Blocks Comprising Target Neighborhood
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260490113014029, 260490113014027, 260490112091040, 260490112101013, 260490111011008,
260490112111000, 260490112111001, 260490112111002, 260490112111003, 260490112111005,
260490112111022, 260490112111021, 260490112111020, 260490112111019, 260490112111018,
260490112111017, 260490112111016, 260490112111015, 260490112111014, 260490112111024,
260490112111023, 260490112111013, 260490112111012, 260490112111011, 260490112111010,
260490112111009, 260490112111008, 260490112111007, 260490112111006, 260490112111004,
260490112112000, 260490112112003, 260490112112004, 260490112112002, 260490112112001,
260490112112005, 260490112112007, 260490112112016, 260490112112015, 260490112112014,
260490112112013, 260490112112012, 260490112112011, 260490112112010, 260490112112009,
260490112112008, 260490112112033, 260490112112032, 260490112112031, 260490112112030,
260490112112029, 260490112112028, 260490112112027, 260490112112026, 260490112112025,
260490112112024, 260490112112023, 260490112112022, 260490112112021, 260490112112020,
260490112112019, 260490112112018, 260490112112017, 260490112112006, 260490112113000,
260490112113003, 260490112113004, 260490112113002, 260490112113001, 260490112113005,
260490112113006, 260490112114000, 260490112114001, 260490112114004, 260490112114005,
260490112114003, 260490112114002, 260490112114006, 260490112114008, 260490112114022,
260490112114021, 260490112114020, 260490112114019, 260490112114018, 260490112114017,
260490112114016, 260490112114015, 260490112114014, 260490112114013, 260490112114012,
260490112114011, 260490112114010, 260490112114009, 260490112114007, 260490112121000,
260490112121003, 260490112121004, 260490112121002, 260490112121001, 260490112121005,
260490112121007, 260490112121011, 260490112121010, 260490112121009, 260490112121008,
260490112121006, 260490112122000, 260490112122001, 260490112122003, 260490112122012,
260490112122011, 260490112122010, 260490112122009, 260490112122008, 260490112122007,
260490112122006, 260490112122005, 260490112122004, 260490112122023, 260490112122022,
260490112122021, 260490112122020, 260490112122019, 260490112122018, 260490112122017,
260490112122016, 260490112122015, 260490112122014, 260490112122013, 260490112122002,
260490112123000, 260490112123003, 260490112123004, 260490112123002, 260490112123001,
260490112123005, 260490112123007, 260490112123016, 260490112123015, 260490112123014,
260490112123013, 260490112123012, 260490112123011, 260490112123010, 260490112123009,
260490112123008, 260490112123024, 260490112123023, 260490112123022, 260490112123021,
260490112123020, 260490112123019, 260490112123018, 260490112123017, 260490112123006,
260490112124000, 260490112124003, 260490112124004, 260490112124002, 260490112124001,
260490112124005, 260490112124007, 260490112124022, 260490112124021, 260490112124020,
260490112124019, 260490112124018, 260490112124017, 260490112124016, 260490112124015,
260490112124014, 260490112124013, 260490112124012, 260490112124011, 260490112124010,
260490112124009, 260490112124008, 260490112124006, 260490112131000, 260490112131003,
260490112131004, 260490112131002, 260490112131001, 260490112131005, 260490112131007,
260490112131016, 260490112131015, 260490112131014, 260490112131013, 260490112131012,
260490112131011, 260490112131010, 260490112131009, 260490112131008, 260490112131027,
260490112131026, 260490112131025, 260490112131024, 260490112131023, 260490112131022,
260490112131021, 260490112131020, 260490112131019, 260490112131018, 260490112131017,
260490112131006, 260490112132000, 260490112132003, 260490112132004, 260490112132002,
260490112132001, 260490112132005, 260490112132007, 260490112132016, 260490112132015,
260490112132014, 260490112132013, 260490112132012, 260490112132011, 260490112132010,
260490112132009, 260490112132008, 260490112132006, 260490112133000, 260490112133003,
260490112133004, 260490112133002, 260490112133001, 260490112133005, 260490112133007,
260490112133013, 260490112133012, 260490112133011, 260490112133010, 260490112133009,
260490112133008, 260490112133006, 260490112142005,
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Neighborhood Stabilization
P ro g r a m 3 ( N S P 3 )
Information Sessions
The Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission has developed a draft
copy of the Neighborhood Stabilization Program 3 Substantial Amendment to the
Annual Action Plan. This document is currently available at www.gcmpc.org for
public review and comment. Public information sessions to discuss the NSP3 are
being held at the scheduled dates, times, and locations below. Stop by anytime
during the session to get your questions answered or to provide your comments to
us. Any and all comments are encouraged.
Tuesday, February 1, 2011
10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
A.J. LaFurgey Community Center
685 Van Buren Ave
Mt. Morris

OR

For more information contact:
Ms. Anna King, Associate Planner
Genesee County Metropolitan Planning Commission
1101 Beach St. Rm. 223, Flint, MI, 48502
Telephone: 810-257-3010 Fax: 810-257-3185
E-mail: gcmpc@co.genesee.mi.us
MI Relay Center: 1-800-649-3777 or 711
An Equal Opportunity Organization

Thursday, February 3, 2011
4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Grand Blanc Senior Center
12632 Pagels Drive
Grand Blanc

Attachment E
Public Comments and Responses

